The activity of sensory cortical neurons is not only driven by external stimuli, but is also shaped by other sources of input to the cortex. Unlike external stimuli these other sources of input are challenging to experimentally control or even observe, and as a result contribute to variability of neuronal responses to sensory stimuli. However, such sources of input are likely not "noise", and likely play an integral role in sensory cortex function.
INTRODUCTION

1
The sensory cortex not only represents information from the sensory periphery, but also incorporates input from 2 other sources throughout the brain. In fact, a large fraction of neural activity in the awake sensory cortex cannot 3 be explained by the presented stimulus, and has been related to a diversity of other factors such as stimulation of 
71 where f(.) is a parametric nonlinearity, and the model parameters are the coupling matrix W ∈ ℝ *×& and the bias 72 vector ∈ ℝ * , collectively referred to as q = {W, b}.
74
Estimation of model components. We estimate the model parameters q and infer the latent variables Z using the 
(@A.) = arg max log | (@A.) , + log ( )
variables and the model parameters. For example, in what follows we will use a Gaussian distribution for 2-photon 91 data, but could instead use a Poisson distribution for spiking data. The forms of the log-prior terms log ( ) and 92 log ( ) are in general independent of the form of the data log-likelihood term. Because this work is focused on 93 the analysis of 2-photon data we'll discuss the implementation of the MML algorithm that is specific to modeling 94 2-photon data, including a discussion of our treatment of the log-prior terms.
96
We first address the data log-likelihood terms of the form log | , . For 2-photon data, we model the 97 observed fluorescence traces as a linear combination of the latent variables plus a bias term, " = W " + (eq. 
− (W " + ) 2
(4) for a given time point t. For computational convenience we do not try to fit the noise covariance matrix S, but 101 rather model it as a constant times the identity matrix. This constant can be incorporated into the log-prior terms,
102
and hence does not show up in the final MML equations (eqs. 8 and 9 below). By modeling the noise covariance 103 matrix as a multiple of the identity matrix we are making the assumption that the Gaussian noise has the same 104 variance for each neuron (isotropic noise). Although not true in general, the advantage of this simplification is 105 that we do not need to estimate the variance parameter, and (2) becomes a penalized least squares problem, which 106 can be solved analytically. Constraining the noise covariance matrix to be diagonal (anisotropic noise) leads to 107 solving a penalized weighted least squares problem, which must be solved iteratively.
109
We also make the assumption that data at different time points are conditionally independent, so that the full log- practice when dealing with data log-likelihood terms (Bishop, 2006) , and allows us to factorize the full conditional 115 distribution log | , ; without this assumption the resulting data log-likelihood term would be intractable.
117
To further constrain the types of solutions found by the model, we choose a particular form of the log-prior term 118 log ( ) (eq. 2). The are many different priors used for Z in the neuroscience literature on latent variable models,
119
including latent dynamical systems priors (Paninski et al., 2009 ) and Gaussian Process priors (Yu et al., 2009 ).
120
Here we use a simple smoothing prior that penalizes the second derivative of the time course of each latent variable 
124
where D is the discrete Laplace operator. The full log-prior term log ( ) is the sum of these terms for each 125 individual latent variable.
127
The log-prior term log ( ) in eq. 
.
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We evaluated the performance of the RLVM using simulated datasets, which were generated using five non-
260
negative latent variables that gave rise to the observed activity of 100 neurons. 
299
(2) the fluorescence trace had a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) less than one. To estimate the SNR, a smoothed version 300 of the fluorescence trace was estimated with a Savitzky-Golay filter (using MATLAB's built-in function 301 sgolayfilt). The noise was estimated using the residual between the original trace and the smoothed trace.
302
The SNR was then calculated as the variance of the smoothed trace divided by the variance of the noise. 
328
Sorting of coupling matrices. The ordering of simultaneously recorded neurons is arbitrary, so we chose the 329 ordering for the display of the coupling matrices W to highlight groups of neurons that share similar coupling 330 patterns. We first sorted the rows using the coupling weights to the first latent variable (first column) for all 331 neurons with a weight higher than a predefined threshold value. We then sorted all remaining neurons with 332 coupling weights to the second latent variable (second column) above the same threshold. This procedure is 333 repeated for each column of W, and produces a block diagonal structure (e.g., Fig. 3B ). The last column is sorted 334 without using the threshold so that it contains all remaining neurons.
336
RESULTS
337
Model formulation
338
The goal of latent variable modeling is to describe the activity of many simultaneously recorded neurons using a 
358
The non-negative assumption on these latent variables is a key distinction between the RLVM and other latent 359 variable models. It is motivated by the observation that any neural process, whether excitatory or inhibitory, must 360 be realized using the action potentials or firing rates of neurons, neither of which can take on negative values. As 
365
Wzt and (WU T )(Uzt) are equivalent for any orthogonal matrix U, since U T U = I, the identity matrix. The RLVM 366 will thus be constrained to find the best solution composed of non-negative latent variables. Notably, this 367 assumption would hurt the ability of the model to describe population activity generated by unconstrained 368 variables; however, if the population activity is truly generated by non-negative variables, this assumption should 369 not impact model performance, and will likely contribute to an increased resemblance of the latent variables 370 identified by the RLVM to underlying unobserved factors contributing to cortical activity. 
374
Fitting the model using random initializations for both the latent variables z t and model parameters {W, b} does 375 not achieve good results because the optimization becomes stuck in poor local minima given such a high 376 dimensional space. As a result, we used an autoencoder framework (Bengio et al., 2013) to fit all model 377 components simultaneously, which provided reasonable initializations for the full fitting algorithm. The 378 autoencoder optimizes both z t and {W, b} by minimizing the mean square error (or any appropriate cost function)
379
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382
Validation of the RLVM using simulated data
383
In order to understand the fitting behavior of the RLVM and ensure that it performs as expected, as well as to 384 compare the RLVM with other latent variable models, we generated simulated data with five latent variables and 385 100 neurons. This data was generated under the assumption that the input to each neuron comes from a weighted 386 combination of a small number of correlated, non-negative latent variables. The resulting input to each neuron 387 was then passed through a spiking nonlinearity to produce its firing rate, which was then used to randomly generate 388 spike counts using a Poisson process. Since the experimental data used later in the paper comes from a 2-photon 389 imaging experiment, simulated data was further processed by convolving the generated spike trains with a kernel 390 to simulate calcium dynamics, and finally adding Gaussian noise. we also looked at the effects of varying parameters governing both the simulated data generation and the fitting 417 procedure to better understand the autoencoder's sensitivity to these variables. We found that the autoencoder can 418 accurately recover the latent variables and coupling matrix even with small amounts of data (Fig. A1A ) and low 419 SNR (Fig. A1B) . We explored the sensitivity of the autoencoder to different values of the regularization parameter 420 on the encoding and decoding weights (λ1 and λ 2, respectively, in eq. 16), and found that the results obtained by 421 the autoencoder are constant across several orders of magnitude (Fig. A1C) . In practice, we also found that the 422 autoencoder solutions were not prone to getting stuck in different local minima given random initializations of the 423 autoencoder parameters. These experiments suggest that the autoencoder is a robust fitting method for the RLVM 424 that does not need large amounts of data or precise tuning of optimization parameters in order to produce accurate 425 results.
427
We also tested whether the RLVM's non-negativity constraint is essential for recovering the correct latent 428 variables from the simulated data. Again using r as a goodness-of-fit measure for the inferred latent variables, we 429 fit the RLVM to the simulated data (using the autoencoder) with different functions for g(.) in eq. (12). We found 430 that using the rectified nonlinearity (ReLU function) led to much more accurate solutions ( = 0.963 ± 0.002; 431 mean r ± SEM over 20 initializations) than when using a non-rectified (linear) version of the RLVM ( = 432 0.573 ± 0.021). This illustrates the importance of using the nonlinearity to enforce the non-negativity of latent 433 variables, in order for the RLVM to recover the latent variables generated with such a non-negative constraint.
435
Comparison of RLVM with other latent variable methods. To understand how the RLVM compares with other 436 latent variable methods, we also fit PCA, FA and ICA models to the simulated data (Fig. 2) . Such simulations are 437 useful for putting in context results from real data, where the ground truth is not known. We first compared the 438 latent variables inferred by the different models ( Fig. 2A) , again using r as a goodness-of-fit measure. The RLVM 439 and FA perform extremely well, while PCA and ICA perform rather poorly (Fig. 2B) . The good performance of 440 the RLVM should be unsurprising, given that the data was generated according to the assumptions of the RLVM.
441
The fact that FA performs so well is perhaps more surprising given that it assumes independent Gaussian variables, 442 but these assumptions are only used for determining the initial coupling matrix; the final coupling matrix is 443 determined using varimax rotation (MATLAB default), and the resulting latent variables are determined using 444 linear regression (MATLAB default), which makes no assumptions about their distribution. PCA and ICA do not 445 .
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infer the correct latent variables because they make assumptions about the latent variables being uncorrelated 446 (PCA) or independent (ICA), neither of which is true of the simulated data (Fig. 2B) .
448
Given the inferred latent variables, we were also interested in how well each method captured the coupling weights 449 between these latent variables and each neuron. Visual inspection of the coupling matrices (Fig. 2C) shows that 450 the RLVM and FA performed much better than PCA or ICA, due to the accuracy of their inferred latent variables.
451
Again, the strong assumptions that PCA and ICA place on the latent variables prohibits their accurate estimation 452 of the coupling matrices.
454
For all four models considered here, the predicted activity of an individual neuron is given by the sum of the latent 455 variables ( Fig. 2A, B) , weighted by the values in the proper row of the coupling matrix (Fig. 2C) . To quantify this 
was measured using the overlap between the true correlation matrix and the predicted correlation matrix (Fig. 2G ).
479
The results mostly mirror the ability of each method to predict the population activity (Fig. 2E) 
495
We first determined how well the different latent variable models predicted the observed population activity ( 
504
Once the latent variables are determined, the coupling matrix of the RLVM allows us to understand how each 505 neuron combines these variables to produce its predicted activity (Fig. 3B) . One of the advantages of using 2-506 photon data is that it provides the spatial locations of the neurons, and we can use that information to determine if 507 there is any spatial structure in the coupling weights to the latent variables. We plotted a subset of the weights 508 (any with an absolute magnitude greater than 15% of the maximum absolute magnitude for each latent variable) 509 according to each neuron's spatial location (Fig. 3C) . The positive and negative weights are intermingled in these 510 plots, and no discernible spatial structure exists. This is expected in part because these neurons are imaged within 511 . 
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Instead, we hypothesized that latent variables will be related to factors that might be directly observed in the 517 experiment. We thus begin by comparing the time course of latent variables discovered by the RLVM to different 518 elements of the experiment. In this case, there were four "trial variables" measured in this dataset: the timing of 519 whisker touches against the pole, the onset of the auditory cue that signals the animal to make its choice, the onset 520 of reward delivery when the animal makes the correct choice, and the timing of licks. Clearly, the time courses of 521 different latent variables had some relationship with some of the trial variables (Fig. 4A) .
523
To quantify these observations, we used linear regression in order to predict the activity of each latent variable 524 using the four observed trial variables. We performed a separate linear regression for each trial variable, which 525 did not take into account the correlations that exist among the trial variables, like reward delivery and licks. This 526 leaves open the possibility that a latent variable is actually driven by reward delivery, but is equally well-predicted 527 by licks because of the tight correlation between these two variables. There is also the possibility, however, that 528 the animal licks many times when the reward is not delivered (such as on error trials) and so we considered all 529 trial variables independently. Furthermore, coefficients for the linear regression include lagged time points, which 530 allowed the regression model to capture the extended temporal response of fluorescence transients (Fig. 4B) . We 531 found that latent variables #1, #2 and #4 are well-predicted by the reward portion of the trial, latent variable #3 is 532 well-predicted by whisker touches, and latent variables #5 and #6, which don't have any discernible trial-locked 533 patterns, are not well-predicted by any of these four trial variables.
535
With these quantitative measures, we can label each latent variable with the set of trial variables that best predict 536 it. To do so, we required that (1) the R 2 value using that trial variable was greater than 0.10, and (2) the R 2 value 537 was greater than one-half the largest R 2 value among all trial variables. If both these conditions were met, we 538 considered the latent variable to be driven (though perhaps not exclusively) by that trial variable (Fig. 4C, Fig. 3B ). This value was divided by the variance of the neuron's total predicted 548 activity, and the resulting value is a measure of how much that latent variable contributes to that neuron's predicted 549 activity. [Note that, because latent variables can be correlated, these proportions will not add to one since we 550 ignored cross-covariances.] These values were then averaged over all neurons to obtain a measure of the 551 proportion of predicted activity driven by the given latent variable (Fig. 4C, upper panel, 
566
We performed the same analyses as in Fig. 4 using PCA to see if there were fundamental differences in its 567 description of the population activity (Fig. 5) . The latent variables inferred by PCA (Fig. 5A ) do in fact contain 568 features that are correlated with the trial variables, but these features tended to be more mixed than in the RLVM 569 latent variables. To illustrate this, consider RLVM latent variables #1 and #2, which are associated with 570 suppressive and excitatory activity during the reward phase, respectively (Fig. 4A) . While the RLVM cleanly 571 separates these two subpopulations, they are mixed together in the first principal component of PCA (Fig. 5B,   572 middle; neurons ~0-50 and ~240-260, respectively). PCA mixes these two subpopulations because such a 573 combination into a single principle component explains the greatest amount of variance in the data, and this 574 combination is possible because PCA is not restricted to using non-negative latent variables. To determine if the non-negativity constraint on the RLVM is responsible for the differences between the PCA 577 and RLVM solutions, we fit the RLVM on the same data without constraining the latent variables to be non-578 negative. The latent variables inferred by this non-rectified version of the RLVM were qualitatively similar to 579 PCA's latent variables (Fig. 5C) , and indeed this model's latent variables exhibit the same type of mixing as the 580 PCA latent variables. This demonstrates that the RLVM's ability to separate these subpopulations of neurons is 581 mainly due to the rectified nonlinearity, rather than an artifact of PCA's constraint that the latent variables must 582 be uncorrelated. This result is similar to the earlier comparison between the RLVM and non-rectified version of 583 the RLVM on simulated data, where we found that the rectified nonlinearity was crucial for inferring the correct 584 latent variables.
586
This example also illustrates that although the RLVM and PCA are able to explain the same amount of population 587 activity (Fig. 3A) , the underlying latent variables can differ dramatically due to rectification (similar results were 588 seen with FA -data not shown). This same result was seen in the simulated data ( Fig. 2A) , and suggests that -if 589 population activity is indeed composed of non-negative latent variables -the structure of the RLVM makes it a 590 more appropriate method for studying neural population activity.
592
To demonstrate that the above results from the RLVM (Figs. 3 and 4) are consistent across different populations 593 of neurons and different animals, we repeated these analyses using three populations of neurons from each of three 594 animals (see Table A1 in the Appendix for more detailed information). The nine populations contain anywhere 595 from 106 to 896 neurons, and the prediction performance of the RLVM for each population is plotted in Fig. 6A .
596
It is interesting to note that all of these curves mostly plateau before reaching 10 latent variables, despite the fact 597 that the number of neurons in these populations spans almost an order of magnitude. To repeat the analyses in Fig.   598 4 we used six latent variables for each population (Fig. 6B ). Values were calculated as before, but averaged over 
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DISCUSSION
611
Recordings of the activity from increasingly large numbers of cortical neurons provides opportunities to gain 612 insight into the underlying factors driving cortical activity. Given that there are fewer variables underlying the 613 activity than the number of neurons being recorded, latent variable approaches provide a way to infer the time 614 course of these underlying factors and their relationship to neural activity. Here, we presented the Rectified Latent
615
Variable Model (RLVM), which is unique in that it assumes a nonlinear structure on the network appropriate for 616 neural activity -namely, that underlying factors are non-negative (rectified). The RLVM can be fit without 617 needing to rely on a number of statistical assumptions characteristic of past latent variable models, such as the 618 specification of particular distributions for the latent variables. The RLVM is robust to many aspects of data 619 acquisition and model fitting (Fig. A1) , and scales well with increasing numbers of neurons and recording length 620 (Fig. A2) .
622
The results of the simulated data experiments demonstrate that the RLVM is able to outperform PCA, FA and
623
ICA across a variety of measures. It is able to properly recover the latent variables that generated the simulated 624 data (Fig. 2B) , as well as each neuron's coupling weights to those latent variables (Fig. 2C) . This guarantees that 625 the method is able to predict single neuron activity well (Fig. 2E) , which thus implies the method is able to 626 accurately capture the structure of the pairwise correlation matrix (Fig. 2G) . 
636
Latent variable models can be classified into two broad classes: static models, which do not take temporal 637 dynamics of the latent variables into account, and dynamic models, which do. The RLVM has elements of both, 638 although is more directly comparable to static models like PCA, FA and ICA. These models are known as linear 639 factor models, so termed because there is a linear transformation from latent variables to predicted activity. While 640 this need not be the case in the general RLVM framework (eq. 1), the formulation of the RLVM for 2-photon data 641 uses this assumption as well. One advantage of the RLVM over these other linear factor models is that it does not 642 .
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specify any statistical constraints on the latent variables, which allows it to accurately capture correlated latent 643 variables. Furthermore, due to the non-negativity constraint on the latent variables, the RLVM is able to identify 644 latent variables that more closely resemble the form of expected inputs into the cortex, and does not have multiple 645 equivalent solutions that arise from orthogonal transformations like some linear factor models. 1989). The only difference is that the components of the RLVM can be correlated, whereas PCA requires them to 651 be uncorrelated. However, using nonlinear functions for f(.) and/or g(.) allows the RLVM to capture more 652 complex structure in the data than a linear model like PCA (Japkowicz et al., 2000) .
654
The RLVM structure is also comparable to energy-based models, which is another class of static models that is 
661
The RLVM structure also contains elements of dynamic latent variable models, due to the log-prior term log ( ) 
We found that the solutions for both the static and dynamic versions of the RLVM were similar, due in part to the 675 simple dynamics model we imposed. However, the nature of 2-photon data does not lend itself to more restrictive 676 dynamics models (like the state space models) because of the slow time scales. The investigation of more complex 677 dynamics models in the RLVM is a direction for future work. 
704
The recent development of new recording technologies like high-density multi-electrode arrays and 2-photon 705 microscopy is leading to increasingly large and rich neural datasets. We've shown here that the RLVM can be 706 used effectively to analyze 2-photon datasets, and it is also possible to apply this model to spiking data by using
707
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/072173 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 29, 2016; a negative log-likelihood cost function that assumes Poisson noise (Fig. A4) • (dashed lines, left). The latent variables are weighted by a matrix W such that w ij is the weight between neuron i and latent variable j, and the resulting weighted inputs are summed and passed through a nonlinearity f(.). There are additional offset terms for each neuron, not pictured here. (B-D) The hypothesized structure of the cortical network motivating the RLVM formulation is used to generate synthetic data, using five latent variables. B. Factors underlying cortical activity will often be correlated with each other, and our simulation of cortical activity used the correlation matrix shown between latent variables in generating simulated activity. C. The weight matrix between latent variables and each neuron, generated to approximate the coupling matrices found with experimental data (compare to Fig. 3B ). D. The measured pairwise correlation matrix between each neuron, computed from simulated data. The correlations predicted by the RLVM arise solely from shared latent variable input and their correlations with each other, rather than pairwise coupling. Fig. 1B-D) , and cross-validated model performance measures were computed. A. The time course of a representative latent variable, compared to predictions inferred from each method. Note that the FA and RLVM methods are both highly overlapping with the true latent variables. B. Correlation coefficient between true latent variables and those inferred by each method, demonstrating the superior performance of the FA and RLVM methods. Boxplot shows the distribution of correlation coefficients over latent variables and cross-validation folds. C. The matrices of coupling weights between neurons and latent variables, inferred by each method. For comparison, the coupling matrix used to generate the simulation is shown (left, reproducing Fig. 1C ). D. Representative fluorescence trace of one neuron from the simulated data compared to the predicted trace from each method. Despite their performance in predicting the latent variables (A), here FA does poorly, and PCA does well, as does the RLVM. E. Median R 2 value across neurons between true fluorescence traces and those predicted by each method over the simulated neurons, plotted versus the number of latent variables specified during the fitting procedure. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the mean of median R 2 values over cross-validation folds. Model performance in each case plateaus for the true number of latent variables, but is limited in each method due to how the neural activity is generated. F. Two example cross-correlograms from simulated neuron pairs plotted with the corresponding cross-correlograms calculated from predicted traces for each method. G. The ability of each method to reproduce the pairwise cross-correlations between neurons, measured as the normalized inner product between the true correlation matrix and those calculated from predicted traces for each method. This is again plotted against number of latent variables specified for each method, and plateaus at the true number of latent variables. Error bars indicate standard deviation of the mean inner product over cross-validation folds. (Fig. 2D) . Because there was no clear saturation point of the R 2 values, models with six latent variables (dashed line) were used for subsequent analyses. B. The coupling weights of the RLVM between each neuron and each latent variable, ordered to make visualization of neuron clusters in each latent variable easier (see Methods). C. The spatial patterning of coupling to each latent variable is pictured by displaying neurons whose coupling strength is greater than 15% of the maximum coupling strength for the latent variable, and color-coded to show the magnitude of this coupling. The imaged neurons were within a single barrel (of mouse primary somatosensory cortex), and the coupling to latent variables exhibited no clear spatial pattern. A. An 80-second sample of the predicted activity of six latent variables (extending over eight task repetitions), demonstrating the relationship of some of these latent variables to trial variables observed during the experiment: the auditory cue that signals the animal to make its choice (blue vertical), the onset of reward delivery when the animal makes the correct choice (red vertical), the timing of whisker touches against the pole (bottom, green), and the timing of licks (bottom, purple). Latent variables are ordered (bottom to top) based on the magnitude of their variance. B. Quantification of the relationship between the latent variables and trial variables, where the values of each trial variable at different time lags were used to predict the activity of each latent variable using linear regression. The ability of the trial variables to predict the latent variable time course (measured by R 2 ) was used to assess the relationship between the two. The trial variable with the largest R 2 value is marked with an asterisk, and the corresponding R 2 value is displayed above the coefficients. C. Top: The shaded boxes indicate which trial variables are capable of predicting each latent variable. Middle: The fraction of measured activity of each neuron accounted for by each latent variable. The resulting matrix is related to a weighted version of the coupling matrix (Fig. 3B) , and demonstrates the relative contribution of each latent variable to the observed population activity. Bottom: The fraction of observed neurons driven by each latent variable (red), and the relative fraction of predicted neural activity explained by each latent variable (blue). The amount of variability accounted for by each "type" of latent variable across all nine populations, using six latent variables per population (same measures as those calculated in Fig. 4C , averaged across the number of latent variables of each type). Even though all imaged populations were located in primary somatosensory cortex, across experiments much of the population activity was related to non-tactile sources. Middle: Latent variables are identified by the combination of trial variables each is related to (same criteria as those used in Fig. 4C) . Bottom: Red bars indicate the total number of populations that contain at least one example of the latent variable type (out of nine total populations) and the blue bars indicate the total number of latent variables of each type (out of 54 total latent variables). Latent variable types identified with whisker touches (#1, #5 and #8) comprise only a small proportion of the latent variables, while latent variable types identified with the reward portion of the trial (#2-#4, #6 and #7) are much more prominent. Latent variables that were not identified with any trial variables (#9) were present in every population, and influenced the population activity to a similar degree as the others.
. CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 International license peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. It is made available under a The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/072173 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Aug. 29, 2016; Figure A1 . Sensitivity analysis of the autoencoder using simulated data. Datasets are generated as in Fig. 2 using varying numbers of latent variables. (A-C) An autoencoder is fit to each dataset using the correct number of latent variables. Plotted points represent the mean R 2 value between the true and predicted population activity averaged over 20 such datasets; error bars are omitted for ease of interpretation. Plots show the result of varying: A. The amount of data used for fitting (using 10 Hz sampling rate); B. The signal-to-noise ratio of the data used for fitting (using 30 minutes of simulated data); C. The regularization parameter on the encoding and decoding weight matrices, which were constrained to be equal through weighttying (again using 30 minutes of simulated data).
. -tying) shows that while weighttying approximately halves the number of estimated parameters, it leads to more than a two-fold speedup in fitting time with a small number of latent variables. As the number of latent variables increases this speedup advantage from weight-tying is lost. These results were obtained on a desktop machine running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with 16 Intel® Xeon® E5-2670 processors and 126 GB of RAM; the MATLAB implementation of the autoencoder has not been optimized for this particular architecture.
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. Figure A3 . Effect of weight-tying using simulated data. We compared the effects of weight-tying the autoencoder on the resulting weight matrix by fitting models with and without weight-tying to the simulated data (Fig. 2) . A. Weights learned by the autoencoder when encoding and decoding matrices are constrained to be the same. B. Encoding (left) and decoding (right) weights learned by the autoencoder without the weight-tying constraint, demonstrating a very similar pattern as the weighttied solution in (A).
. Figure A4 . Using the RLVM for spiking data. Right: Coupling matrix used to generate synthetic data, as described in methods. Middle: The estimated coupling matrix when the autoencoder variant of the RLVM is fit to the simulated 2-photon data using a Gaussian noise loss function (mean square error). Right: The estimated coupling matrix when the autoencoder variant of the RLVM is fit to the simulated spiking data using a Poisson noise loss function (negative log-likelihood). The simulated data contained spikes binned at 100 ms resolution. The good agreement of both estimated coupling matrices with the true coupling matrix demonstrates that the RLVM can recover the same model parameters when fit using two different types of data. This result indicates that analyses similar to those presented in this paper can be used to equal effect on multielectrode data, without the need for data smoothing or averaging across trials (which are common preprocessing steps used with spiking data when attempting to use latent variable models not suited for discrete count data, such as PCA).
